


Probably the most resourceful compass in the world for artillery; 
target acquisition and command posts. The Expedition 54S is 
a unique compass featuring both an optical precision sighting 
system and a SILVA 1-2-3 SYSTEM compass in the same unit, 
giving unbeatable precision and versatility in the field. Bearings 
can be taken with accuracy to within half a degree. 

The compass has a luminous graduation ring and markings for 
compass reading in the dark. Once activated by daylight/flashlight 
it will give light up to 4 hours of light. 6400 mils on the graduation 
ring and 6400 mils + 360 degrees on the sighting scale.

IN 1933, A MERE 14 YEARS AFTER MODERN ORIENTEERING became a competitive sport, three entrepreneurial Swedish 
orienteering champions invented the liquid-filled compass. Their solution was more precise and easier to use than other 
compasses at the time. The SILVA brand was born.

Although our company has changed since then, Silva compasses remain the preferred choice for orienteers and outdoor enthusiasts 
around the world. As farmland, fields and forests pass underfoot, our instruments guide their steps.

As a company, we are navigators that circle the globe, solving cross-country complexities. As individuals, we range from multi-adventurers 
to everyday exercisers. We test all new products via our ambassadors and compare the findings with other sources, such as the valuable 
input we receive from clients around the world. All this vast experience and knowledge are injected into the design and harsh testing of 
our renowned world-class products.

Scandinavia’s varying seasons, especially our rainy autumns and our snowy and dark winters, expose outdoor gear to the ultimate test – 
and they challenge us as well. We continue to constantly reinvent ourselves, passionately searching for the ultimate designs and functions 
of our products.

Code RRP

SV37586-15 $310.00

The “full-sized” base plate compass for experienced navigators – 
used by NATO Forces around the world. Mainly used by the infantry 
as a soldier’s or officer’s compass. Additional features include 
measuring scales for positioning (GPS), graduation in mils and 
degrees (6400/360), integrated adjuster for magnetic declination, 
magnifying lens and rubber feet for precision map work. The compass 
has a luminous graduation ring and markings for compass reading in 
the dark. Once activated by daylight/flashlight it will give light up to 
4 hours of light.  The included scale lanyard and slope card makes it 
easier to quickly make a distance judgement of your route or to plan 
your route in advance.

Code RRP
SV37585-15 $139.95

5-6400/360 MS

55-6400/360 MS
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SILVA Expedition features easy-handling Dryflex™   housing, silicon rubber feet for precision map work, detachable safety-release lanyard, night-enabling luminous 
markings, magnifying lens, a clinometer for measuring slope angle, map-measuring scales in mm or inches, 1:25,000, 1:50,000 and GPS scales, plus built-in 
adjusters for magnetic declination (including permanent local adjustment). The Expedition can also map-measure 1:40,000.

The slope card is great both for detecting avalanche risk and for determining how challenging your journey will be. By knowing the slope you can also judge any 
extra distance that you need to go due to the slope. The scale lanyard has two scales on it; 1:25, and 1:50, which facilitates to measure the distance of your hike. 
Since its soft and bendable it’s easy to place it directly on to your route on the map. The new graphics contain a more distinct arrow (Expedition) and also a more 
contemporary font.

If you are in need of a traditional baseplate compass with high-end features, the Expedition should be your choice. If the terrain demands for a mirror sighting compass 
Expedition S is your optimal companion.

Code RRP
SV36827 $184.95 

EXPEDITION S MS

Code RRP
SV37452 $99.95  

EXPEDITION SERIES

EXPEDITION MS

EXPEDITION COMPASS  

GPS

EXPEDITION S  

GPS
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SILVA Ranger features DryFlex™ grip for easy handling and comes with a use-anywhere declination scale inside the capsule, a magnifying lens, and base plate 
map-measuring in mm and scales of 1:50,000 and 1:25,000. A go-anywhere tool for serious compass users.

The lanyard is soft and bendable and easy to place directly on to your route on the map. The new graphics contain a more distinct arrow (Ranger) and also a 
more contemporary font. The colors change to green and black to harmonize with the other outdoor assortment. If you are looking for a basic but yet functional 
compass for your outdoor adventure, Ranger should be your choice. Thanks to the magnifier you can make sure to see every detail on the map. Our Ranger S 
mirror sighting compass should be your choice when you must determine direction over long distances. Because you needn’t lift your eyes from the compass in 
order to look into the terrain, the direction determined with the SILVA 1-2- 3 System® becomes more accurate.

Code RRP
SV37465 $59.95 

RANGER SERIES 

RANGER S MS

Code RRP
SV37471 $93.95 

RANGER MS 

RANGER  

RANGER S  
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SILVA Ranger SL is a small sighting compass, ideal as a reserve or 
an “always packed” compass. Built in sun dial. Can be attached to 
your jacket with a safety pin, thereby allowing hands-free navigation. 
A go-anywhere tool for serious compass users.

Code RRP
SV34952 $75.95

RANGER SL MS

RANGER SL  
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The original SILVA Field has base plate map measuring in mm and scales of 1:50,000 and 1:25,000 compatible with most maps. The compass features 
DryFlex™ rubber bezel for improved comfort and grip, and a detachable safety release lanyard. A reliable companion in all situations!

Code RRP
SV37505 $39.95 

FIELD  

FIELD MS
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